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1. INTRODUCTION 

The double charge exchange reaction of pions, i . e., 
11 + + ( Z , A) .. 11 + + ( Z ± 2, A) , is a good tool for studying 
nuclear states with proton excess or neutron excess. In par
ticular, it may be helpful in searching for new nuclei. The 
feasibility of such experiments has been demonstrated by many 
groups (see, e.g., refs. 1 1• 101 ). As the cross sections for 
double charge exchange are small (typically 10-30 ro to-29 cm2 

for a given final nuclear state), experiments of this kind 
are of special interest if they are carried out at high-cur
rent accelerators ("meson factories") . 

We have performed a study of the reaction 

"- + 7 Li .. 11 ~ 1 anything (I) 

I 11 ' in the high intensity pion channel rr~l at SIN . We used 
stacks of nuclear emulsion plates to detect the 11

1 mesons and 
measure their energy . The preparation and scanninq of the 
emulsion plates was done at the Laboratory of Nuclear Prob
lems at JINR . 

One purpose of our study was the search for the possible 
particle-stable nucleus 711, i.e., the search for thP rea c tion 

(2) 

The question of the existence of a particle-stable heavy hyd
rogen isotope 711 arose after the discovery of the isotope 
SHe 12, 13 ' which has the same neutron number. As the 11- e•wr
gy and the 11 1 angle are fixed, reaction (/) above would pro
duce a peak in the 11~ energy spectrum, situated near the high 
energy end of the continuous 11i spectrum due to double charge 
exchange with prompt disintegration of the residual nucleus. 
This disintegration spectrum was recorded in our experiment 
down to low 11+ energies . 

The stopped 11i can be detected in the developed ernul sion , 
among the many 11- tracks, because of their characteristic 
decay 11+ 'li 1 ~ , , /L (whereas the stopped "- are captured in 
nuclei and produce starts) . The energy of the 11 + and 11- is 
determined by measuring their range in the emulsion. The nuc
lear emulsion technique is suitable for a first experiment be
cause one can r ecord the whole scattered 11- and "+energy 
spectrum simultaneously with a very simple e xperimental set-up. 
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Fi&. I. Experimental 
arrangement. 
I. Inc ident " - beam 
envelope. 
2 . Multiwire propor
tional chamber used 
as beam profile 
monitor. 
3. 7 Li tar~et . 
4 . Stack of nuclear 
emulsion plates . 
S. Lead bricks . 
6 . Supporting table. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF 
THE EXPERIMENT 

Our experimental 
arran1ement is shown 

in~· Negative pions from the rrE l channel 1 11 pass through 
a thin multiwire proportional chamber ' 14/ used to monitor the 
beam profile . The magnets and collimators of the rrEl channel 
were set for a central "- momentum of 200 MeV/c and a momen
tum bite of 2% FWHM. The beam was focused upon a 0 . 8 g/cm2 
thick 7Li target oriented as shown in Fig.!. This target was 
irradiated for three hours with a total of 5xto 11 negative 
pions . A stack of 30 nuclear emultion plates NIKPHI BR-2 
(plate dimensions 110x 30x0 . 6 mm 3 ) was placed at 30 ° to the 
beam at a distance of 425 mm from the target center. The emul 
sion stack was shielded with lead bricks as indicated in Fig . !. 

As mentioned in section 1, the emulsion plates were used to 
detect secondary pions of both signs. For test purpose we also 
irradiated further stacks of emulsion plates after replacing 
the 7Li target by targets of beryllium and polyethylene . 

3. DETERMINATION OF THE INCIDENT rr- ENERGY 

The rr- elastically scattered from the three targets men
tioned above allowed an independent determination of the beam 
energy and energy spread. The observed rr- range distributions 
are shown in Fig.2 as solid lines. For all three targets the 
count of scattered rr- wa s concentrated on the domain of ran
ges expected for elastic scattering. The experimental rr - range 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of rr- ranges 1SOr Nw
in the nuclear emulsion for the 
three scattering targets used, in 
the region of elasti c rr- scatter
ing. Solid lines: Observed events. 
Dashed lines: Gaussian fits; see 
text (section 3). 

Table 

CH2 

110 lmml 

Results on elas tic "- scatterinq; c r . section 3. 

R. t.R 
Target 

(mm) (mm) 

7Li 103. 8 4 . 4 

CH 2 103 . 4 3 . 2 
9 Be 103.0 3 . 5 

Err 
(MeV) 

100. 0 

99 . 4 

99 . 3 

J\E" 
(MeV) 

2 . 3 

1. 2 

1. 5 

x2 

19.7 

6.7 

8 . 8 

distributions between 99 and 109 mm were approximated by 
Gaussian distributions (da~hed lines in Fig.2) . In the table 
the mean projected range R, the observed r .m. s . Iange spread 
-\R , the corresponding mean incident "- energy E 

77
, and the 

incident pion r ._!Tl.s . energy spread J\E 71 are given . In the 
calculation of E 77 a correction to the projected range and 
straggling ' 15 / were taken into account . In the case o f 7 Li 
the fit is considerably worse than for the other targets (see 
the table), possibly because of inelastic "- scattering 
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>Fig.). Histogram with 
1 error bars : Distribu-
1 tion of "+ kinetic 
1 

energies derived from 
the observed distribu
tion of "+ ran ges in 
the emulsion plates 
irradiated from the 7Li 
target; the interval 
from 96 to 103 MeV wa s 
not scanned for "+ 
because of large "
rate ; see text. The 

20 30 1.0 so 60 10 ·~ 90 100 horizontal 1 ine at an 
E • . MtV ordinate of 0.95 rep-

resents an estimate of 
the rr+ background not 

related to the 7Li target. Vertical arrows indicate binding 
energies of hypothetical 7H ground state; cf. reac tion (2) . 
Curves I , 2 and 3 a re phase space predictions based on r eac
tions (3) , (4) and (5) , respectively . 

leading t o the first excited state of 7 Li (excitation energy 
0.48 MeV ) . In the case of polyethylene the contribution from 
elastic "- scattering by hydrogen was neglected since the 
corresponding c r oss section ( ~ 13 mb) is much smaller than 
the cross section for elastic rr- scattering by carbon nuclei 
(~280mb) 1 161

• The resulti~g incident pion energy, averaged 
over the three target~, is Err= 99,6 MeV. The experimental 
uncertainty of this Err value is estimated to be about 2 MeV. 

The rrEl channel magnet and collimator_settings mentioned 
in section 2 lead to a mean beam energy E rr= 104 . 3 MeV and 
an r . m. s. energy spread 6~rr = 1.4 MeV. In this case, the 
estimated uncertainty of Err is 1 MeV. The value ~Err= 1. 4 MeV 
agrees well with lines 2 and 3 of the table; in the case of 
the first line ( 7Ll t~rget) the emulsion-value may be too 
large because of inelastic rr- scattering, as discussed above. 

Our final estimates of the mean rr- energy and r.m.s. 
energy spread upstream of the 7Li target are (102 ~ 2) MeV 
and (1.4 ~ 0 . 2) MeV, respectively . 
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..J. RESULTS FOR DOUBLE CIIARGE EXCHANGE 

In scanning the photoemulsion plates irradiated from the 
7 Li target we found 257 "+ mesons with ranges from 9 to 

119 mm. The interval from 99 to 109 mm was not scanned for 77+ 

because of the presence of a large background due to stopping 
77 - mesons elastically scattered by lithium nuc~ei . In ~ 
the doubly differential distribution u2N /(dE 77 / dDl for the 
observed "+ mesons is shown . Curve l in fig. 3 corresponds to 
the 11+ enerr;y distribution expected for the reaction 

rr + 7 Li -. " 1 + p + 6n (3) 

with all neutrons in the final state unbound . In the calcula
tion a constant matrix element was assumed, i . e ., the usual 
phase space distribution was calculated for a final state 
consisting of eight particles. Curve 2 in ~ is the expec
ted 77 1 energy distribution for the reaction 

-:- • 7 Li-+rr .. + ~ +-ln. (4 

where the four final neutrons are, as before, assumed to be 
unbound (the final state consists of six particles) . Curve 3 
in fig . 3 is for the hypothetical reaction 

rr - 1-
7 Li-+ rr+ + 3H + (4n), (5) 

where now the four neutrons in the final state are assumed to 
be bound with zero binding energy . All curves in fig.3 are 
normalized to the experimental spectrum in the ene rgy interval 
from 20 to 65 MeV. This normalization was performed after sub
traction of a flat (energy- independent) background from the 
e xperimental data . This flat background was determined from 
the events with E 77 >65 MeV; it is attr·ibuted to a "+ back
ground in the experimental area not related to the 7Li target. 
The total background is estimated as 110 events , so we are 
left with about 150 double charge exchange events. Vertical 
arrows in Fig. 3 correspond to the rr+ energies at which peaks 
would be expected in the spectrum if bound states of one 
proton and six neutrons with binding energy AE existed; 
negative values of AE correspond to the production of a "vir
tual" (particle-unstable) e xcited nuclear state . In the ex
perimental spectrum of fig.3 there are no significant peaks 
for Err > 65 MeV. If a peak due to 7H production is assumed to 
be of a Gaussian shape with an r.m.s. width of 2 MeV ( n+ range 
straggling and the energy distribution of the incident rr- beam 
are being taken into account) , then it is possible t o determine , 
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Fig.4. Basic diagram for 
double cha r ge exchange of 
pions discussed in re f . (l7) 
and used for fig.S . 

from the data shown in ~. 

the upper limit of the dif
ferential cross section 
( do I dO) for the production 
of ( p + 6n) in bound states 

with binding energy from 0 to 25 MeV or in narrow excited 
states with negative "binding energy" from - 5 to 0 MeV . Our 
result is 

(do ld!l) • 1.0 x l0-3 1 cm 2 / ster (90"{ C.L.). 

This upper limit may be compared to the c r oss sections for 
other double charge exchange reactions leading to nuclear 
ground states , e .g., 

11+ + 18o .. 11- -i 18Ne (g.s.), 

(6) 

(7) 

which has been studied in refs. 1 1 .8, 101 • The authors / 8 ' find 
a cross section of (3 + 1) x1o-31 cm 2/ster at a 11+ energy of 
148 MeV and (2 .1 + 0 .8) x1 o - 31 cm2/ster at 187 MeV; the scat
tering angle was 10 in both cases. At 0 the cross section 
is much larger 17 ' ; in a recent more complete study of reacti
on (7) a diffraction minimum of the differential cross secti 
on has been observed 1 101 • It is not impossible that for our 
reac tion (2) at F. 17 - = 102 MeV there is a similar diffraction 
minimum near our angle of 30°. We therefore conclude from our 
data that the e xistence of a narrow 7 H state with a binding 
energy between - 5 MeV and + 25 MeV is rather inlikcly but 
not safely e xcluded . Our upper limit (eq. (6)) is four times 
smaller than that of Gilly et a1 ! 4 1 for the same reaction (2) , 
at 0°, obtained at a fixed secondary 11+ energy of 180 MeV 
and a variable incident "- energy (180 MeV S E -~260 MeV) . 

In the breakup region (E17 < 65 !-ie") the exper~M0ntal energy 
spectrum of fig . 3 cannot be explained on the basis of proces
ses with six to eight known non-interacting particles in the 
final state (curves 1 and 2 in ~) . The hypothetical reac
tion (5) , represented by curve 3 , gives a fairly good fit to 
the data, and the same is true for reactions similar to (5) 
but with five or six neutr ons , bound with zero binding energy, 
plus a deuteron or a proton , in the final state . 
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Fig.S. Same as fig.3; theore
tical predictions based on 
ref. (17). Curves 1, 2,3; see 
caption to fig.3. ~ 

We could not determine the 
11+ energy spectrum for E 

17 
< 

<20 MeV, because the corres- 5 
ponding (upstream) part of 
the emulsion was too strongly 
blackened by charged partic
les. Assuming that the 11+ 

spectrum in that region ( E
17

< 
< 20 MeV) is described by the 

phase space curve for reacti
on (5 ) we obtain 

-so 2 
(do/ dO) = (4.2 ± 1.7) x 10 em / ster 

tot 
(8) 

for the differential cross section , integrated over 11+ ener
gies, of reaction ( 1) . The uncertainty of this result (one 
standard deviation) is mainly due t o the estimated uncertainty 
of the extrapolation to E 17 = 0 discussed above, to the uncer
tainty of the total number of incident 11- mesons and t o the 
statistical error of the number of counted 11+ mesons . 

5 . DI SCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 

Our experimental data imply an important contribution from 
the interaction of several nucleons and possibly the 11+ in 
the final state of reaction (1). This conclusion is not alter
ed by the considerations of ref . 1171 where it is suggested 
that double charge exchange is described by the diagram of 
fig.4. Calculations that we have performed with this diagram 
for reactions (3) , (4 ) and (5) have given 11+ spectra which 
prac tically coincide with those calculated over phase space. 
The results are shown in ~; the curves are seen to be very 
similar to the result of the corresponding phase space cal
culations (fig.3 ) . 

Curve 3 of fig . 3 and~ corresponds to reaction (5) . As 
mentioned in the previous section, other reactions give a 
similarly good fit, if there are three particles or resonances 
in the final state. The corresponding general diagram is shown 
in fig.6 . Here X and Y are nucleon clusters . In order t o test, 
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Fig.6 . Diagram for double 
charge exchange with two nuc
leon clusters X and Y . 

e . g . , reaction (5), an experi
ment in which coincidences of 
rr + and 3H are recorded ,ought 

to be carried out . Besides , the systems rr+ + p or rr + + 311 
could be detected and used for missing mass spectra . The 
presence of lines in such spectra would indicate the existence 
of a group of correlated neutrons. 

An alternative explanation of our experimental rr+ spectrum 
is based on the hypothesis that a three-particle resonance rrNN 
with isospin component Tz= 0 is formed with large probabili
ty in nuclei . Then the process occurs according to the dingram 
of ~· During the lifetime of the resonance B the remain
ing nucleons scatter and the ,+ spectrum again corresponds to 
a three-particle final state ( rr+nn ) . References ' 18 and 19 
contain indications of a strong atcraction and even of a reso
nance arising in the system N + \ 33 in the state with J" = 2 + 
and T = 2. If this resonance contributes to the double charge 
e"xchange on 7Li, then one may e xpect that the process on 6 Li 
will produce the same spectrum of ,+ mesons as on 7Li • Also, 
this mNN resonance model can be test ed by investigating the 
dependence of the rr + spectrum on the inc i dent rr- energy . 

Finally it should be noted t hat our da t a (fig.3) contain 
possible evidence for a broad excited sta t e o~ at an exci
tation energy of about 25 MeV ( 6 E = - 25 MeV) . A further study 
of this energy region with improved statis t ics would help to 
c l arify this . 

n• 
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Fi g . 7 . Diagram with are
sonance B of two nucleons 
and a pion . 
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